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This gorgeous coastal home is completely captivating, from the beautiful modern internal makeover complementing the

expansive lateral space flooded with natural light, to its prime location within an easy stroll of San Remo’s back beach and

all of the town's amenities. Situated on a low-maintenance 663m2 allotment in a quiet cul-de-sac, and set in delightful

Japanese-style gardens, the elevated home offers single level living with generous space for family and guests in two

discrete wings.Entry to the home is from the wrap-around verandah where abundant light radiates from the surrounding

windows into the huge main living zone comprising the kitchen, dining and living space. An elegant white colour palette

supplements the light and allows for your personal decorative flair. The kitchen features stainless steel appliances

including 900mm gas cooker, and centres around a hexagonal bench overlooking the vast dining space of banquet

proportions where diners enjoy a glimpse of water to Cape Woolamai. One of three glass sliding doors extends the dining

space outdoors to the alfresco deck and BBQ area below.The master bedroom suite is also at this end of the home with

ceiling fan, and a huge walk through robe to the stylish en-suite featuring twin vanities on stone benchtop and extra-large

shower recess with an overhead rainshower plus a second wall mounted/hand held shower head.Completing the west

wing is the spacious living area with a section creatively curtained off to create a study.Double sliding doors secrete the

east wing where three further double bedrooms with BIRs and ceiling fans share another large lounge with split-system

air conditioner and a beautiful main bathroom again with twin vanities on stone benchtop, shower with rain showerhead

and freestanding bath. Glass bricks inject sunlight and warmth. Rounding off the internal amenity of this beautiful home is

an additional guest powder room, linen cupboard and adjacent laundry with plenty of storage at the back door.  Outisde a

covered walkway leads to the large garage with remote-controlled roller door and a sun-drenched, north-facing

courtyard.The house is paved around the back, sides and driveway for easy cleaning while the front and side gardens are

screened with bamboo and the home’s elevation provides under house storage with lockable access.This property really is

a relaxed coastal classic with soul. When entering for the first time you immediately feel that welcoming sense of home

you’ll want to share with family and friends.DUE DILIGENCE CHECKLISTWhen purchasing property we recommend you

review the CAV Due Diligence Checklist.Visit: http://www.consumer.vic.gov.au/duediligencechecklistProperty

information contained herewith is provided by the property’s vendor/s and we cannot guarantee its accuracy. We

encourage buyers to carry out their own due diligence.


